Several cylindrical specimens and dental implants, presenting diagonal lattice structures with different cell sizes (600, 900 and 1200 μm) were additively manufactured by selective laser melting process. Then they were implanted for two months in a sheep. After removal, they were studied by Archimedes' method as well as X-ray computed tomography in order to assess the penetration of bone into the lattice. We observed that the additive manufactured parts were geometrically conformed to the theoretical specifications. However, several particles were left adhering to the surface of the lattice, thereby partly or entirely obstructing the cells.
Introduction
Additive manufacturing (AM) is spreading out in industry for two main reasons.
The first one, is that AM offers the possibility to effectively manufacture very complex parts, in particular lattice structures, which would not be easily fabricated with conventional methods. The second one is that AM offers to manufacture, on demand, customised parts. These two reasons are of particular interest for the medical sector. Indeed, the lattice structures considerably increase the contact zones between the bone and the implant and thus can lead to better fixation of the implant if the lattice is colonized in depth. This adaptation to the forms is the first element of implant-bone cohesion. Also, osteo-integration of AM implants is better than machined implants because of the surface roughness of AM parts that favours the attachment of bone [1, 2, 3] . Besides their adaptability to complex structures, such parts are considerably less expensive than their analogs produced by subtractive methods or casting. On another hand, on demand customised medical devices reduce the need of a large inventory of different sizes of sterile storage. Thus these key advantages provide customised complex implants which match the patient's anatomy [4] and thus reduce the recovery time of the patient after surgery.
They can be used for specialities such as orthopaedic, spinal, cranial, maxillofacial, and dental surgery.
There are several AM processes. The International Organization for Standardization (ISO) [5] classified them into seven categories: 1) vat photopolymerization; 2) material jetting; 3) material extrusion; 4) binder jetting; 5) powder bed fusion; 6) directed energy deposition; 7) sheet lamination. The first three process categories consist of the selective solidification of a resin or of a hot melt material (mainly polymer or ceramic filled polymer); the following three categories, concern the selective conglomeration or fusion of powder (mainly polymer, ceramic and metal); and the last one refers to the bonding of sheet materials (mainly paper, cardboard and wood). The metallic AM category of process that is predominately used in the medical sector is powder bed fusion. This category of process uses thermal energy to selectively fuse regions of a powder bed. The thermal source of activation can be mostly an electron beam (EBM for electron beam melting) or a laser (SLM for selective laser melting).
It is commonplace to say, in the AM community, that lattice structures enable better bone growth which also contributes to the reduction of the patient recovery time. However, this last assumption has not been rigorously validated. The penetration of bone into the cells of the lattice structures have to be highlighted.
We are proposing, in this paper, the analysis of SLM titanium lattice structures of different cell sizes implanted in the legs of a sheep for two months, and the usability of industrial X-ray computed tomography (XCT) to highlight the penetration of bone into these lattice structures. We are also comparing the XCT scan to the numerical model of the lattice structure (Computer-aided design, CAD)
to check the compliance with specifications. This study has an exploratory nature, and precedes any further development of art. Our focus lies in the material-bone integration, and stands before any medical study that would include statistical analysis, as well would target specific applications.
XCT is a volumetric 3D imaging technique which enables to go deeply inside the matter. It involves two main steps: 1) a step where the relative loss of the X-ray radiation intensity, after it has passed through the sample under test, is measured at different angles; followed by one purely mathematical 2) step where the inverse problem is resolved with specific algorithms to numerically digitally reconstruct the sample in 3D. The resulting 3D images are grayscale images that show the local linear attenuation coefficient throughout the sample. Unlike histology studies which are invasive and need several manipulations, XCT is a volumetric noninvasive technique.
Dense AM implants without lattice, as well as just with the surface covered with lattices are already proposed in the literature. For example, implants developed by Zimmer, are dense titanium implants covered by lattice tantalum structure [6, 7] . However, the lattice structures have limited penetration in the titanium surface.
Moreover, Ta is much less suited as a material for implants because of its costs, its scarcity and is difficult to work with. On another side, Palmquist et al. [8] and
Guoyan Li et al. [9] have proposed similar study to what we are proposing but for EBM implants. However, the powder size used in EBM (80-100 μm) is much larger than the one used in SLM (20-50 μm). Consequently, the roughness is higher and the spatial resolution is lower in EBM, which make the bone penetration different in EBM and SLM implants. So, to our knowledge, this is the first time that such study is carried out for SLM implants.
Our paper is divided into four parts. In the first part, the materials will be addressed. The material model, the implants and two different characterisation techniques will be presented. These two techniques are Archimedes' method for density measurement and XCT for volumetric non-destructive 3D imaging. In the second part, the methods as well as the protocols followed regarding the material will be described. In the third part, the results will be displayed, and in the fourth part the results will be discussed. Recherche Agronomique-INRA-). Two tibias were used for the inclusion of all the implants.
The two days immediately following surgery excluded, where the sheep was housed in individual pens with eye contact with their companions, then a group of sheep were housed during the whole study. They were supplied with vegetal bedding, ad libitum hay and water. Temperature was maintained between 19 and 22°C and animals were exposed to an artificial 12L-12 G light cycle. A daily check of their physical condition was performed throughout the study.
Implants
Two shapes of specimens were introduced into the sheep, both fabricated by additive manufacturing of titanium (Ti6Al4 V grade 23) by the French company Z3DLab: conical threaded dental implants with inside lattice structure and cylindrical lattice bone generic implants. The purpose of the work is to identify bone penetration inside lattice structures using X-ray tomography, so the outer geometry of the parts played a less important role than the inner features (lattice structure).
Dental implants
The shape of the dental implants [10] was conical with a 10 mm height, a 4 mm diameter at largest and a 3°slope (Fig. 1) . Three millimetres from the larger end, a thread of metric type was presented, with a pitch of 0.8 mm and depths of 0.34 mm.
[ ( F i g . _ 1 ) T D $ F I G ] Fig. 1 . Photograph of the studied dental implant [10] .
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The larger end of the cone had a hexagonal cavity of 2 mm in size and 2.2 mm in depth, to screw the implant into the bone. The implants had an internal DNA shape lattice structure. The lattice was either diamond or diagonal shaped with 600, 900 or 1200 μm cell (i.e. cavity) sizes.
Cylindrical specimens
The height of the cylindrical specimens was 10 mm, with a 6 mm diameter separated in the middle by vertical and horizontal partitions (Fig. 2) . A lattice structure of diagonal cells constituted the upper zones whereas diamond cells constitute the lower zones. The sizes of the lattice cells were 600, 900 or 1200 μm.
The top and bottom of the cylinder are closed by dense surfaces. In this way, the bone penetration is peripherally limited.
None of these samples underwent heat treatment or polishing. However the following cleaning protocol was applied:
• 60 min in an ultrasound tank with 60°C distilled water without any detergent;
• 30 min soaking in Dentasept 3H rapid for decontamination;
• Rinsing by ultrasound;
• Cleaning with benzalkonium chloride + chloramine T + E.D.T.A betatetrasodium + Isopropylic alcohol;
• Drying at DPH21;
• Sterilization by surgical autoclave.
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Characterisation techniques

Archimedes' method
The density of the specimens was determined by the hydrostatic method at Laboratoire National de Métrologie et d'Essais (LNE), the National Metrology Institute (NMI) in France. The system (Fig. 3) consists of a precision balance with a thin wire attached at the bottom end, where a suspension device is hooked. This suspension device is immersed in a container, filled with a liquid, placed beneath the balance. The balance used is of 400 g maximum weight capacity and 0.1 mg resolution. The entire setup is placed in an air-conditioned laboratory at a temperature of 20°C ± 1°C and at a humidity of 50% ± 10%. The LNE is Cofrac accredited 2.36 certified for density measurements with this hydrostatic method.
X-ray computed tomography
The X-ray Computed Tomography (XCT) scanning was conducted at BAM (Bundesanstalt für Materialforschung und −prüfung) in Berlin on a General
Electric (GE) phoenix v|tome|x L 300 computed tomograph (Fig. 4 ). This is a versatile system including a 300 kV microfocus X-ray tube as well as a 180 kV high-resolution nanofocus X-ray tube. The entire system is mounted on a granitbased 8-axes manipulation.
XCT scanning was performed on the cylindrical specimens with 600/900/1200 μm diagonal cells as well as on the dental implant with 1200 μm cells, both prior to placement and after removal from the sheep. We used the 180 kV high-resolution nanofocus X-ray tube. This tube includes a transmission target made of tungsten on diamond with a minimum focal spot size of 1 μm. The custom bay system is also equipped with a GE 2048 × 2048 pixels (200 μm pitch) 14-bit amorphous silicon flat panel detector.
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Fig . 3 . Photograph of set-up used to measure the density of the studied parts.
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The acquisitions as well as the reconstruction after the scan were performed with the phoenix datos|x GE software.
Finally, the visualisation as well as the analysis of the 3D data sets was carried out with the commercial software Avizo. This software enables exploration of the reconstructed 3D images, their segmentation, and their quantitative analysis.
Methods
Sheep surgery
The surgical operations enabling to place and to remove the implants into the sheep have been approved by the French ministry of research after ethical evaluation by the facility ethical committee. These operations were performed by a surgeon assisted by a technician at the biomedical research centre of the national veterinary school of Alfort in France (Centre de Recherche BioMedicale −CRBM-de l'Ecole Nationale Vétérinaire d'Alfort). The centre has a dedicated operating room for both large and small animals. Prior to the operation, the sheep underwent a complete veterinary examination and then an anaesthesia. The anesthetic and analgesic protocol performed by an anaesthetist implied the following steps:
1. Premedication by intravenous injection of a mixture of Ketamine (6 mg/kg) and Diazepam (0.5 mg/kg);
2. Intubation with an endo-tracheal probe of 9 mm internal diameter;
3. Connection to respirator with maintenance of anaesthesia by inhalation of 2.5%
Isoflurane in an air/oxygen mixture with 60% O 2 ;
4. Analgesia: IV injection of Morphine (0.1 mg/kg); After its anaesthesia, the sheep's leg were shorn and brushed with chlorhexidine. The positioning and the drilling of the implants followed a strict protocol and made use of dental implantology equipment.
The euthanasia of the sheep, after eight weeks, was made by premedication by intravenous injection of a mixture of Ketamine (6 mg/kg) and Diazepam (0.5 mg/ kg) followed by an injection IV of 20 ml of Pentobarbital 18%.
The parts remain into the sheep for two months as this duration corresponds to the classic practice, if we aim at highlighting bone integration of implants (as opposed to functional and medical performance).
Surgical steps of the implants and cylindrical specimen's placement
The surgical approach of the tibia was performed by tilting the periosteum. The procedure for the implants and the cylindrical specimens' placement were different. Since the implants are provided with a thread, they were screwed into the bone whereas the cylindrical specimens were placed in a bone cavity previously drilled at the right dimensions. Concerning the cylindrical specimens, since the cortical bone of the sheep tibia is not thick enough only the diagonal cells were immersed in the cortical bone whereas the diamond structure was essentially buried in the less bone-forming medullary. Hence, it was only possible to study the diagonal cells thereafter. As said earlier, the cylinders are vertically separated by a partition. Some blood, taken with a syringe from the sheep, was injected in one of the two zones before surgical placement. This zone was labelled in order to be identified. A good impregnation of the blood was observed. Finally, at the end of the surgery the periosteum was closed on the surgical site.
Chirurgical steps of the implants and cylindrical specimen's removal
For the removal of both dental implants and cylindrical specimens, the surgical site was taken over by the same approach. A visual inspection of this surgical site was carried out and compared to the immediate aspect after the implants' and specimens' placement (Fig. 5) . Then the bone parts including the implants and the cylindrical specimens were sliced and immediately frozen at −18°C. Finally, the parts were transferred in dry ice to the BAM in Berlin where they were kept frozen at −18°C before the XCT characterizations.
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Implant production
A dedicated software, Magics, enabled the design of the theoretical dental implants and the cylindrical specimens (Computer-aided design, CAD). It also enabled calculation on the lattice structure.
Titanium scaffold cylindrical specimens and dental implants used in this study were fabricated with a powder bed fusion AM technology (SLM125 HL , SLMSolutions, Germany) (Fig. 6) . The maximum build capacity of such AM machine is 125 × 125 × 125 mm.
The powder used is a titanium alloy (Ti6Al4 V, LPW, United Kingdom) with particle sizes in the range of 25-45 μm. The implants were manufactured layer-bylayer by an Yb (Ytterbium) fiber laser system, operating in an argon controlled atmosphere, using a wavelength of 1054 nm with a continuous power of 200 W at a scanning rate of 7 m/s. The laser spot size was assumed to be 0.1 mm during processing (provider's data). After each laser scan, a re-coater blade performed a double pass in the AM chamber in order to level and to homogenize the powder bed. Thus the larger particles were eliminated. The other process parameters are given in Table 1 .
The dental implants and the cylindrical specimens were manufactured during the same AM process.
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Characterisation techniques
Archimedes' method
The density of the 600/900/1200 μm cylindrical specimens was measured, prior to placement into the sheep (Table 2 ). In order to decrease the measurement uncertainty, 3 or 4 identical samples (same process of fabrication) were measured simultaneously (when available). These measurements were also performed on individual specimens in order to compare the results (Table 2) . Besides, hydrofluoric acid (HF 0.5%) cleaning of the particles adhering to the structure after manufacture had been attempted (17 min in an ultrasonic tank followed by a tap water rinsing). In order to check the effect of acid, the density of a 900 μm specimen that had undergone such treatment was also measured ( Table 2) . The classical principle of the hydrostatic method involves measuring the apparent mass of the sample in air, then in twice-distilled water to deduce its density.
However in the case of lattice structures, with water, bubbles form at the air-lattice interface preventing the water to penetrate deep inside the lattice because the surface tension of water is too high (72.8 10 −3 N.m −1 at 20°C). In order to avoid this phenomenon, which distorts the measurements, absolute ethanol was used. In that case, a good penetration of the liquid into the lattice structure was observed as the surface tension of alcohol (22.27 10 −3 N.m −1 at 20°C) is much lower than water, preventing bubbles to disturb the measurement.
The samples were placed in the 20°C air-conditioned laboratory one day before measurements. So its temperature is assumed to be T0 = 20°C. Then the below operating mode was followed:
1) The balance was tared to zero.
2) Weighing in air (P a ): the sample was placed on the balance and compared with mass standards according to Borda's double-substitution method.
3) The density of air ( a ) was calculated taking into account the temperature (T a ), the pressure and the humidity in the laboratory during measurements of the sample in air.
4) The sample was removed from the balance.
5) An eventual derivation of the tare was checked. If a derivation is observed the weighing is done again.
6) The balance is tared to zero 7) Weighing in absolute ethanol (P l ): the sample was placed in the absolute ethanol on the suspension device. Once the sample and the temperature were stabilised, the mass of the sample was compared with mass standards placed on the weighing pan according to Borda's double-substitution method. This Table 2 . Density, volume and percentage of metal measurements and associated uncertainty (U stands for extended uncertainty, k = 2) using an Archimedes' method. "AC" stands for acid cleaning. comparison in absolute ethanol was carried out twice. In between each measurement an eventual derivation of the tare was checked and then the balance is tared to zero if no derivation is observed.
8) The temperature of the absolute ethanol inside the container was taken (T l ) in order to take into account the variation of temperatures on the density of alcohol. Indeed, the density of the ethanol ( l;T 0 ) was preliminarily evaluated by a pycnometric method at the reference temperature of T 0 = 20°C.
9) The density of air ( a,l ) was calculated taking into account the temperature (T a ), the pressure and the humidity in the laboratory during measurements of the sample in ethanol.
10) Weighing in air (P a ): the sample was placed for the second time on the balance and compared with mass standards according to Borda's double-substitution method.
11) The final result () is expressed as the mean of the two measurements carried out using the relations (1) and (2):
where:
with Cl and Cs the thermal expansion coefficient of the liquid and of the sample respectively and e = 8000 kg.m −3 , the conventional value of the density of the standards.
This equation takes into account the air buoyancy correction.
The expanded uncertainty on measurement is calculated using a coverage factor k = 2, taking into account the following sources of uncertainty:
• balance;
• mass standards;
• comparisons with mass standards;
• density of the water;
• density of the air;
• volume expansion of the solid;
• reproducibility of the measurements.
Then comparing the measured volume by the hydrostatic method with the one measured with a digital calliper, the percentage of material relative to the lattice was also determined.
X-ray computed tomography
XCT scanning was performed to the cylindrical specimens with 600/900/1200 μm diagonal cells as well as on the dental implant with 1200 μm cells, prior to placement and after removal from the sheep. Scanning was performed using an accelerating voltage, a current, an exposure time per projection, and an average of projections depending of the studied samples as displayed in Table 3 .
No filter was used. A geometrical magnification of 30 was achieved (giving an effective pixel size of 6.6 μm) by positioning the samples close to the conical beam X-ray source (Fig. 7) . 2000 up to 2500 equally spaced projections over 360°were [ ( F i g . _ 7 ) T D $ F I G ] Fig. 7 . Photograph of the position of the implant into the bone in front of the X-ray tube before XCT scanning.
Article No~e00374 taken, resulting in an acquisition time from 1 h to 6 h. The implants were removed from the freezer just before the acquisitions and returned to the freezer immediately after the acquisitions. They were not maintained at −18°C during acquisitions.
Results
First observation: geometric observations
A numerical image (CAD) (Fig. 8, left) , of a horizontal slice of a cylindrical specimen, at the lowest of the metal proportion (i.e. where the cells are the largest), was superimposed to a XCT image (Fig. 8, right) .
From these two images, using the design Magics software for the theoretical image and Avizo software for the XCT image, the measurements of the diagonal strut sizes were performed. Ten different strut size measurements, randomly distributed in each slice, were taken, and their average was taken (Table 4 for CAD and Table 5 for XCT). Table 6 gives the deviation between these two sets of results: XCT confirms the CAD model for the large cell sizes, but not for the smallest one,
where deviations of about 50% were found.
Second observation: particle adhesion
XCT images of the dental implant ( Fig. 9 ) and of the cylindrical specimens sliced horizontally at a diamond ( Fig. 10 ) and a diagonal (Fig. 11 ) cell levels were analysed.
[ Furthermore, the results concerning the mass, the volume, the density, and the percentage of metal in the cylindrical specimens, using the Archimedes' method, are given in Table 2 . Table 7 and Table 8 give the deviation between the mass and volume calculated from the numerical model (CAD) and the experimental results (Archimedes' method, abbreviated Archi). The theoretical lattice volume corresponds to 45% of the theoretical dense volume.
Finally, the percentage of metal, in a given volume of diagonal cells (Fig. 12) , has also been evaluated from the CAD and XCT images ( Table 9 ).
Third observation: bone formation
Several XCT dental implant and cylindrical images were performed (Fig. 9 to Fig. 12 ). Then, in order to quantify the bone penetration (Table 10) , quantitative image analysis of XCT data was performed using Avizo software. Incidentally, we notice that we indirectly checked how a dense implant would adhere to the bone tissue (osteo-integration of a continuous surface). In fact, the dental implant has dense surfaces that allowed us to conclude that the interface bone/implant is essentially defect-free (Fig. 9 ).
Discussion
First observation: geometric observations
The superposition of the CAD and XCT images ( Table 6 . Diagonal strut size deviation between theoretical (CAD) and XCT images regarding the three different cylinders studied. good agreement is corroborated by the strut size measurements (Table 4 and Table 5 ) of the 900 and 1200 μm cell cylindrical specimens, as the deviation CAD/ XCT (Table 6 ) is only of 3 and 9% respectively. Concerning, the 600 μm cell cylindrical specimen the deviation is much higher due to the second observation below (Table 6 ).
Second observation: particle adhesion
It could be observed that individual particles were left adhering to the inner part of the dental implants ( Fig. 9 ) and to the cylindrical specimens ( Fig. 10 to Fig. 12) after fabrication. These particles obstruct the cells of the dental implants ( Fig. 9 ) as well as, particularly, the diamond lattice structure of the cylindrical specimens (Fig. 10) . Since the diamond cells of the cylindrical specimens were buried in the medullary, which is less bone-forming, we have limited our study only to the diagonal cells of the cylindrical specimens of 600, 900 and 1200 μm.
The particle adhesion phenomenon is not so visible on mass measurement comparison CAD/Archi (Table 7) but is highlighted by volume comparison CAD/ Archi (Table 8 ) and by percentage of metal comparison CAD/XCT ( Table 9 ). The 600 μm cell specimens are particularly affected by this phenomenon so one can conclude that this size of cells is too small, compared to the powder particle size in the bed of the SLM machine. Considering the 900 and 1200 μm cell specimens, the amount of inner particles is acceptable to study the bone integration. However, we need to underline that the theoretical calculations did not take into account the [ ( F i g . _ 1 0 ) T D $ F I G ] influence of the manufacturing process parameters (Table 1) . These are based only on the part designs. Nevertheless, this influence is much lower than the presence of remaining infused particles.
Finally, it is clear that the acid cleaning was not effective in removing the adhering particles, at least with the used dosage (HF 0.5% during 17 min). On the contrary, it had the effect of clogging the cells. Indeed, the volume of acid cleaned specimen is higher than the one of untreated specimen (Table 8 ).
Third observation: bone formation
As is particularly highlighted by the XCT images of the dental implant (Fig. 9 ), there is a very good bone adhesion on the surface of the implant (bone is represented by light grey colour). This was also observed on the leg of the sheep just before removal of the dental implants and cylinder specimens (Fig. 5 ). This surface bone proliferation on AM titanium implants has been already observed, in human body, by Mangano [3] and Shibli [1] .
Even more interestingly, the penetration of bone into the structure is clearly noticeable in the 900 and 1200 μm diagonal cell parts of the cylindrical specimens ( Fig. 11 and Fig. 12 ). This penetration is evenly distributed in the 900 μm specimen (Fig. 11) , but seems to decrease progressively towards the centre in the 1200 μm specimen (Fig. 12 ). This is supported by the calculation of the fraction of bone in the cells. From these results, it seems that the 900 μm size cells is more adapted to bone integration than the 1200 μm size cells. Indeed, the percentages of bone occupying the space left by the metal are respectively 84% and 54% (Table 10) , the rest being occupied by non-bone biological tissue. However, this lack of ossification for cells higher than 1000 μm is may be just a question of remaining for more time into the sheep. There might be a difference with a three months study. However, even if, several specialists report the idea that the larger the cells, the higher the bone penetration, Taniguchi et al. [11] affirm that some cell sizes favour bone integration more than others.
Finally, it should be noted that blood injection into one part of the cylindrical specimens prior to the placement into the sheep bone has no notifiable effect on the bone integration.
Conclusion
For the first time to our knowledge, we have demonstrated bone integration into lattice implants additively manufactured (AM) by a selective laser melting (SLM) process, making use of a laser instead of an electron beam like in the electron beam melting (EBM) process. [ ( F i g . _ 1 2 ) T D $ F I G ] 
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Several cylindrical specimens and dental implants, presenting diagonal lattice structures with different cell sizes 600, 900 and 1200 μm, were implanted for two months in a sheep. After removal, they were studied by Archimedes' method as well as X-ray computed tomography in order to appreciate the penetration of bone into the lattice. The first method enables evaluations of the density whereas the second enables non-destructive visualisation of the inner of the structure (of both geometry and defects). We have observed that the AM parts were geometrically conform to the theoretical specifications (CAD drawing). However, several particles were left adhering to the surface of the lattice and they partly or entirely obstructed the 600 μm cell specimen. Nevertheless, bone penetration in the 900 and 1200 μm lattice structures was clearly visible. While we cannot exclude an influence of the implant residence time in the sheep, it seems that the 900 μm lattice cell size is more favourable to bone penetration than the 1200 μm lattice cell size, as the bone penetration is of 84% for 900 μm against 54% for 1200 μm cell structures.
These results will contribute to the acceptance of the AM technology in the medical sector as we have clearly shown that lattice structure enables better bone integration, which will be very beneficial for the patient, shortening the recovery time after surgery. The next step will be to improve the lattice structure cleaning after manufacturing in order to eliminate the adhering particles, and to consider a medical study performing a statistical analysis involving several animals.
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